Looking for research funding? Take the chance to meet Grants Office, the research funding support office at LiU, at Campus Norrköping on the 20th of April. Take a tour around the room and meet our grant experts to learn more about:

- Horizon 2020: Forthcoming calls and priorities within Marie Skłodowska-Curie actions, ERC and Societal Challenges
- Research Professional: Create an account and get relevant calls directly to your inbox
- Support functions: Budget, Agreements, Legal issues, Project management
- Learn from granted projects
- LiU Innovation: provides researchers with advice as well as practical help to make their ideas reality
- Junior Faculty: the network for future research leaders at LiU

Time and place
April 20th, Campus Norrköping
Drop in 10.00-12.00: K24, Kåkenhus
Drop in 13.30-15.00: B342, Bomullsspinneriet

Fika will be served!

Contact
Sara Strömberg
sara.stromberg@liu.se
013 - 28 20 70